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Statement of Actuarial Opinion 

Annual Statement Instructions 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners 
(NAIC) adopted a revision to the instructions for the 1992 
annual statement Blank due March 1, 1993 regarding the scope 
and content of the statement of actuarial opinion on 
casualty loss reserves. A final copy of those 1992 
instructions follow. The changes from the 1991 instructions 
are noted with sidebars. Some of those changes were adopted 
in June 1992. 

In addition, please find a letter and attachment from 
R. Michael Lamb, Chairman of the NAIC Casualty Actuarial 
(Technical) Task Force to the Chairman of the NAIC Blanks 
Task Force dated June 17, 1992. That material contains 
suggested additional revisions for the 1993 instructions 
(the opinion due March 1, 1994). 

Due to the significance and the scope of these changes, 
we thought this material would be useful to you. 



1. Thae is to be included or attached to Page 1 of the. Ammai Statement, the statement of a quatifled actussy. 
entitled “Suuement of Actuarial Opiniar,’ setting forth his or her opinion tulating to bss and toss 
adjustment expense re-swes. The qualified actuary must bc appointed by the Board of Diitom. or its 
equivaknt,orbyacommitmcofthc~,byDMakx31oftbe~~yesrforwbichcbtopiniwis 
remkmd. Wheuevet the appointed actuary is teplaced by the Board of Directors, cht company must ncti@ 
tbecbmiciliarycommissionerwithin30dayJoftha~of~aBoerdacrioaandgivethe~s~rht 
replacement. The appointad actuary most present a repat to dte Board of Dlton each year on Ute items 
within the scope of the opinion. 

2. Dctmitinns 

“Qualifiad acnwy” is a person who is either 

A. A member in good stat&g of the Casualty Actuarial Saciety. M 

8. A member in good standing of the American Academy of Actuaries who has been approved as 
qualiii fot signing casualty loss reserve opinions by the Casualty Practice Council of the 
Amtican Academy of Actuaries, or 

C. A pason wbo otbuwise has competency in loss mauve evaluation as demonstrated to the 
dsfaction of the insurance regolmory official of the dmicii state. In such case, at least 90 
day5 prior to the filing of its annual statement. the insumr must request approval dtat the person be 
dctmul qua&xl and that request must ba approved or de&d. The request must include the NAIC 
Biographical form and a list of alI loss reserve opinions issued in the last 3 years by this person. 

Notwithstanding the above, a domiciliary commissioner may, by bulletin or regulation, specify who may 
sign an opinion. Also. a domiciliary commissioner may rquk partictdar qualifications, including 
indegcodence. for specific insurers 

“Iasunr” means an iosumr audtorized to write pmpcrty and/or casuahy insurance under tire laws of any 
state and includes bum is not limited to fi and marine companies, general casualty companies, local 
mums4 aid societies, statewide mutual assessment companies, mutual insurance compnniea other than farm 
mutual insurance companies and county mutual insurance companies, Lloyd’s plans. trxiprocal and 
invrhwrance exchanges, captive insurance companies, risk retention groups, stipulated premium 
insmmxe companies, and non-profit legal sexvices corporations. 

“Aaaarial report” means a document or other pnsentation. pnparrd as a formal means of conveying the 
actuary’s pmfessional conclusions and rccommratdations. of mcording and communicating the methods 
and gaocedures, aad of insuring that the p&a addressed are aware of the significance of du actuary’s 
opinion or findings and which documents the analysis underlying the opinion. 

“Annual Statement” means the atutu& financial statement mquired to ba filed by insurers with the 
CommiSSiOtUZ 
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The opinion shall be in the format of and contain the information required by this Section 13 of the Annual 
statement lnsmlctions: Property and casualty. 

An insurer who intends to file for one of the exemptions under this section must submit a letter of intent to 
its domiciliary commissioner no later thsn Decembe: 1 of the calendar year for which the exemption is to 
be claimed. The commissioner may deny the exemption prior to December 31 of the same year if he 
deems the exemption inappropriate. 

A certitied copy of the approved exemption must be tiled with the annual statement in all jurisdictions in 
which the company is authorized. 

An insurer otherwise subject to the requirement that has less than 51.OftO.000 total direct plus assumed 
written premiums during a calendar year in lieu of the opinion required for the calendar year. may submit 
an aftidavit under oath of an officer of the insurer that specifies that amount of direct plus assumed 
premiums written. 

. 
c 

Unless ordered by the domiciliary commissioner, an insurer that is under supervision or conservatorship 
pursuant to statutory provision is exempt from the filing requirements contained herein. 

An insurer otherwise subject to the requirement and not eligible for an exemption as enumerated above 
may apply to its domiciliary commissioner for an exemption based on the nature of business written. This 
exemption is available to those companies writing property lines only. 

A. An insurer otherwise subject to this requirement and not eligible for an exemption as enumerated 
above may apply to the commissioner for a financial hardship exemption. 

B. Financial hardship is presumed to exist if the projected reasonable cost of the opinion would exceed 
the lesser 0E 

(0 One percent of the insurer’s capital and surplus reflected in the insurer’s latest quarterly 
statement for the calendar year for which the exemption is sought; or 

(ii) Three percent of the insurer’s pmjected net direct plus assumed premiums written during the 
cslendar year for which the exemption is sought as reflected in the insurer’s latest quarterly 
statement filed with its domiciliary commissioner. 

Such a statement of opinion must consist of a paragraph identifying the actuary; a scope paragraph 
identifying the subjects on which an opinion is to be expressed and describing the scope of the actuary’s 
work (see sections 8-10 below); and an opinion paragraph expressing his or her opinion with respect to 
such subjects (see sections 11-13 below). One or more additional paragraphs may be needed in individual 
cases if the actuary considers it necessary to state a qualification of his or her opinion or to explain some 
aspect of the annual statement which is not already sufftciently explained in the annual statement. 
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6. The opening paragraph should generally indicate the actuary’s relationship to the company. For a company 
actuary the opening paragraph of the actuarial opinion should contain the sentence: 

“I. (name and title of actuary), am an officer (employee) of (named insurer) sod a member of the 
American Academy of Actuaries and meet its qualification standards. (and/or) I am a 
Fellow/Associate of the Casualty Actuarial Society. I was appointed by the Board of Directors (or 
equivalent authority) on (insert date) to render this opinion.” 

For a consulting actuary, the o$ening paragraph of the actuarial opinion should contain the sentence: 

“I, (name and title of actuary), am associated with the firm of (name of fm). I am a member of 
the American Academy of Actuaries and meet its qualification standards. (and/or) I am a 
Fell~~/Associate of the Casualty Actuarial Society. I was appointed by the Board of Directors (or 
equivalent authority) on (insmt date) to render this opinion. 

A member of the American Academy of Acwaries qualifying under paragraph 2(B) must attach the 
approval letter from the Academy. 

For a person other than a member of the American Academy of Actuaries or a memher of the Casualty 
Actuarial Sccicty, rhe opening paragraph of the opinion should contain the sentence: 

“I, (name and title), am an officer (employee) of (name of insure& and I have demonatmted 
competency in loss reserving to the Wkfaction of (regulatory official of domiciliary state). I was 
appointed by the Board of Directors (or equivalent authority) on (iosert date) to render this 
opinion.” 

or 

“1, (name and title of consultant), am associated wilh the firm of (name of fm). I have 
demonraated competency in loss reserving to the satisfaction of (regulatory official of domiciliary 
stale). I was appointed by tbe Board of Directors (or equivalent authority) on (insert &te) to render 
this opinion.” 

1. The following are examples. for illustrative purposes, of language which in typical circumstances would be 
included in the remainder of the statement of act&al opinion. The illustrative language should be 
moditkl as needed to meet the circumstances of a particular case, and the actuary should in any CBSB use 
language which clearly expresses his or her professional judgment. 

8. The scope paragraph should contain a sentence such as the following: 

“I have examined the actuarial assumptions and methods used in determining RYXXVCS listed below. 
as shown in the Annual Smement of the company as prepared for filing with state regulatory 
ofkicials, as of December 31.19,.” 

The paragraph should list those items and amoums with respect to which the actuary ia expressing an 
opinion. The list should include but not necasarily be limited to: 

A. Reserve for unpaid losses (Page 3. Item 1); 

Anticipated salvage and subrogation included as a reduction to loss reserves as reported in Schedule 
P - Analysis of Losses and Loss Expenses. Underwriting and Investment Exhibit - Part 3A and on 
Page 3 - Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds, Line 1 and disclosed in Note t17 to the Financial 
Statements $ : and discount for time value of money included as a reduction to 
loss reserves and loss expcnsc reserves as reported in Schedule P - Analysis of Losses and Loas 
Expenses, Part 3A - Underwriting and Investment Exhibit, and on Page 3 - Liibilitiw. Surplus and 
Other Punds. Lines 1 and 2 $ 
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B. 

C. 

D. 

Reserve for unpaid loss adjustment expenses (Page 3, Item 2). 

Reserve for unpaid losses - Direct and Assumed (Schedule P, Part 1, Cols. 13 and 15). 

Reaewe for unpaid loss adjusvncnt expenses - Direct and Assumed (Schedule P, Part 1, Cols. 17, 
19 and 21). 

9. The scope paragraph should include a paragraph such as the following regarding the data used by the 
actuary in forming the opinion: 

“In forming my opinion on the. loss and loss adjustment expense reserves, I relied upon data 
prepamd by the respoosiblc officers or employees of the company or group to which it belongs. I 
evfdntUed that data for masonabla~ess and consistency. I also reconciled that data to Schedule P- 
Part 1 of the company’s cuIIent annual statemenL lo other respects, my examination included such 
review of the actuarial assumptims and methods used and such tests of the calcuIations as I 
considered ttecasary. 

I 

10. The actuary should comment in the scope section, as appropriate, on relevant topics such as the following /I 
to the extent they affect, or could affect, the loss reserves; discounting, salvagJsubrogation. loss portfolio 
~ansfers, financial reinsuranee, and ninsurancc collectibiIity. If the company reserves wiIl create 
exceptional values using tba NAIC IRIS tests, the actuary should include an explanation. 

11. The opinion paragraph should include a sentence which covers at least the points listed in the following 
illustration: 

“In my opinion, the amounts carried in the balance sheet OR account of the items identified above 

A. meu the requirements of the insurance laws of (state of domicile). 

B. are computed in accordance with accepted loss reserving standards and principles. 

C. makea reasonable provision for all unpaid loss and loss expense obligations of the 
Company under the terms of its policies and agreements.” 

Insurance laws and regulations shall at all times take precedence over the actuarial standards and 
principles. 

12. If there has been any material change in the actuarial assumptions and/or methods from those previously 
enlployed that change should be described in the statement of actuarial opinion by inserting a phrase such 
as: 

“A matchI change in actuariaI assumptions (and/or methods) was made during the past year, but 
such change accurds with accepted loss reserving standards.” 

A brief description of the change should follow. 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

‘fbe adoption of uew issues or covetages requiting uudedying actuarial assumptions which differ from 
actuarisd 8SSmlIpliOlts used for prior issues or coverages is not a change in acmatiaI assumption witbln the 
meaning of this pamgraph. 

If tha acluary is wable to fom an opinion, ha or she should refuse to iswe a statement of opinion. If the 
actuary’s opinion is adverse or qualified, the actuary should issue an advesse or qualified actuarial opinlott 
explicitly stating the twscm(s} for such opinion. 

The statement must include assurance that an actuarial report and un&rlying worhpapers suppordng the 
actoatiat opinion will be maiutaiued at tbe company and available for examination for seven years. Tbe 
wording for an actuary employed by the company should be similar to the following: 

“An acruarial report and UndcrIying wotkpapers supporting the findings expressed in this statement 
of acmatiaI opinion will be mtained for a period of seven years in the administrative offices of the 
cornpetty and available for regtdatory exantinatlon.” 

Tbe wording for a conauhing actuary mtained by the company should be similar to the foIIowing: 

“Au actuatiaI report and underlying worhpa~ supporting the tindings express& in thii statement 
of actuarial opinion have been provided m the company to be retained for a period of Seven years at 
its administrative offices and available for regulatory examination.” 

The statement should conclude with the signatum of the acmaty responsible for providing the opinion. 
The s&nature should appeur in the folIowing formau 

sQnauue of actuary 
Primtednameofactuaty 
Address of actuary 
Tclepbooe number of actuary 

The purpose of this Anmtal &atemcnt instruction is m improve the surveillance of tbe financial condition of 
irt~usent by rcquirlng an amuuiI examination by independent certified public accountantS of the finauclal 
~lgtements reporting the financiaI position and tbe results of operations of insurers. 

AU insurers shall have an annual audit by an independent certitkl public accountant and shall file an 
audited financial toport as a supphxnent to the Annual Statement on or before June 1 for the year ended 
December 31 immediately preceding. The domiiiliaty Commisslona may require au insurer to file an 
audited t%ancial report earlier than June I with ninety (90) days advance notice to the insurer. 

2. Definiticns 

k “Audited financial report” means and includes those items specified in Section 3 below. 

B. “Accountant” and “bdePandent Cettitied Public Accountant” means an independent certified publii 
8~~0u11tant or accounting fum in good standing with the American Institute of Cettlfied Public 
Accountants and in alI states in which they am licensed m practice; for Canadian artd British 
companies, it means a Canadhin-chattemd or Brltishshartered accmmn~” 
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June 17. 1992 

DEPARTMEN I OF 

INSURANCE ANC 

FII\;ANCE 

Mr. Robert M. Solitro 
Director of Examinations 
New Hampshire Insurance Department 
169 Manchester Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Re: Statement of Actuarial Opinion: General Instruction 13 
Annual Statement for Property/Casualty Companies 
Proposals from the Casualty Actuarial Task Force for 1993 

Dear Bob: 

I The NAIC Casualty Actuarial Task Force recommends some further chancres to the 

I Instructions relating to the Actuarial Opinion for property-casualty 
companies. I wish to describe the substantive changes for review by your 
Blanks Task Force members. 

The revision concerning reliance on underlying data was already adopted by 
your Blanks Task Force for 1992 with a recommendation from the Casualty 
Actuarial Task Force. This change was a deletion of 1991 sections 9 and 10 

, and substituting a new section, which appears in the attached version as a new 
Section 10. Since this proposal has not been acted upon by either the NAIC 
Plenary Session or its Executive Committee, it appears as a new revision in 
this proposal document. It does not require further discussion or action. 

Me are proposing several substantive changes in Section 11 instructing the 
actuary to comment on several items affectina loss or loss exoense reserves. 
Prior instructions listed six specific items and advised the actuary to 
comment on any, when appropriate. Many or most actuaries chose not to comment 
on several items, which left us with questions about the completeness of their 
reviews of reserves. Me now want to require comment on each of the listed 
items. A new sentence is added near the end of the first paragraph to 
preserve the original intent of allowing the actuary to direct attention to 

( any other contingencies or uncertainties deserving continuing attention 
without having to give a "qualified" opinion. 

We have seen several 1991 opinions stating that the actuary could not review 
reserves for the company share of losses or expenses from underwritins 0001s 
and associations since underlying data is not available. He propose to add 
this matter to the list of items for which comment in required and to require 
disclosure of reserve amounts in a new Section 9. The NAIC should consider 
regulatory strategies for requiring pools to provide reserving information and 
actuarial opinions. 



Mt. Robert M. Solitro 
June 17, 1992 
Page 2 

This paragraph has required actuaries to give an explanation of the change in 
reserves if that change has caused ex e. - 
Actuaries have been asking us which tests we want them to look at, claiming 
that their opinions often must be given to the companies before all statement 
items used in IRIS tests are finalized. We wish to specify tests 9,lO. and 
11, which deal with reserve development. Reserve changes which do not affect 
these tests are unlikely to be the.primary reason for exceptional values on 
other tests. 

Actuaries have been asking us what we mean by "I- folio r n f rs" and 
"financial reinsurance." These terms apparently have varieties of meanings. 
To give some guidance, to an extent we consider prudent, we are introducing 
definition of these two terms. The phrases in these definitions come from 
Chapter 22 of the Accounting Practices Manual. 

Probablv the areatest amount of inauiries have come to us about what we want 
the actGary t6 do regarding My. We do not believe the 
actuary should be the orincioal expert on this matter. but we do think the 
actuary should not naively assume all reinsurance claims will be honored and 
should know how much attention company management has given the matter. The 
final new paragraph in Section 11 lists some things the actuary should do 
before commenting. 

The treatment given by the actuary to each item listed in Section 11 will be 
described in the actuarial report which will be available for regulators to 
examine on request (see new language in Section 15). Hence, a casual 
statement that each item was considered will not be sufficient. 

We propose that the disclosure instructions for amounts of anticipated salvage 
and subrosation and reserve discounting which were added as a subparagraph to 
Section 8.A. for 1991, be moved to a ne; Section 9. Disclosure of pool 
reserves is also required by this new section. The purpose of this change is 
better organization and also to clarify the scope of the opinion. Separate 
opinion on these disclosed amounts in not required, but is implicit in the net 
and gross reserves listed in Section 8. Comment on each of these specific 
items is required by Section 11. 

The remaining proposals are less substantial. For instance, in the nature of 
vexemptjons of Section 4, we wish to delete the final sentence which 
restricts the exemption to property insurers only. Some state(s) have 
approved exemptions for ocean marine insurers or mortgage guaranty companies. 
We do not wish to restrict commissioners ability to act. The intention was to 
exempt companies which write only fast-developing lines where the uncertainty 
of loss reserves is not a substantial issue. 



Mr. Robert M. Solitro 
June 17, 1992 
Page 3 

Paragraph 2.C. allows an insurer to request approval to provide an opinion 
from someone who does not have credentials from the Casualty Actuarial Society 
or the American Academy of Actuaries. In such cases, states other than the 
state of domicile have no evidence of this approval. We propose to require a 
copy of the domiciliarv state approval letter, just as we currently require a 
copy of the Academy letter from any of its members who are not CAS members 
(Section 6). 

Last year, for 1992 opinions, we proposed changing the workbaoers requirement 
in Section 15 to an "actuarial report" requirement. The Blanks Task Force and 
the EX4 Subcommittee added a phrase "and underlying workpapers" following 
"actuarial report" where it appears in three places. Our intent was to avoid 
requesting "workpapers" and getting a boxful of scratchpaper scribblings. 
Instead, we would be getting an organized presentation of how reserves were 
established. These reports will be subject to standards and guidelines 
adopted by the Actuarial Standards Board (ASB) and discipline imposed on CAS 
and Academy members. To make sure we got what we wanted, we added a crucial 
phrase to the ASB definition of actuarial report: "...and which documents the 
analysis underlying the opinion." The reports will show the development 
triangles and other quantitative mechanics of computing the reserves. We are 
proposing to delete the phrase "and underlying workpapers" for two reasons: 

1. "Actuarial report" is the precise definition of what we want to see. 

2. A requirement of "workpapers" may be troublesome to some auditors or 
actuaries employed by auditing firms. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present the recommendations from our task 
force. We believe the Actuarial Opinion requirement for property-casualty 
companies has become a major tool for our efforts to promote sound insurer 
management for solvency. 

Sincerely, 

R. Michael Lamb, FCAS, MAAA 
Casualty Actuary 
Insurance Division 
(503) 378-4271 

RML:rml 
INS5989 

Enclosure 
cc: Jean Olson, NAIC 
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ACTUARIAL OPINION 

2. 

There is to be included or attached to Page 1 of the Annual Statement, the 
statement of a qualified actuary, entitled "Statement of Actuariai 
Opinion," setting forth his or her opinion relating to loss and loss 
adjustment expense reserves. The qualified actuary must be appointed by 
the Board of Directors, or its equivalent, or by a committee of the Board, 
by December 31 of the calendar year for which the opinion is rendered. 
Whenever the appointed actuary is replaced by the Board of Directors, the 
company must notify the domiciliary commissioner within 30 days of the 
date of the Board action and give the reasons for the replacement. The 
appointed actuary must present a report to the Board of Directors each 
year on the items within the scope of the opinion. 

Definitions 

"Qualified actuary" is a person who is either: 

A. A member in good standing of the Casualty Actuarial Society, or 

6. A member in aood standing of the American Academy of Actuaries who 
has been appqoved as qualified for signing casualty loss reserve 
opinions by the Casualty Practice Council of the American Academy of 
Actuaries,-or 

C. A person who otherwise has competency in loss reserve evaluation as 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the insurance regulatory official 
of the domiciliary state. In such case, at least 90 days prior to 
the filing of its annual statement, the insurer must request approval 
that the person be deemed qualified and that request must be approved 
or denied. The request must include the NAIC Biographical form and a 
list of all loss reserve opinions issued in the last 3 years by this 
person. 

Notwithstanding the above, a domiciliary commissioner may, by bulletin or 
regulation, specify who may sign an opinion. Also, a domiciliary 
commissioner may require particular qualifications, including 
independence, for specific insurers. 

"Insurer" means an insurer authorized to write property and/or casualty 
insurance under the laws of any state and includes but is not limited to 
fire and marine companies, general casualty companies, local mutual aid 
societies, statewide mutual assessment companies, mutual insurance 
companies other than farm mutual insurance companies and county mutual 
insurance companies, Lloyd's plans, reciprocal and interinsurance 
exchanges, captive insurance companies, risk retention groups, stipulated 
premium insurance companies, and non-profit legal services corporations. 
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Casualty Actuarial Opinion 
Proposed Revisions for 1993 
Page 2 

"Actuarial report" means a document or other presentation, prepared as a 
formal means of conveying the actuary's professional conclusions and 
recommendations, of recording and communicating the methods and 
procedures, and of insuring that the parties addressed are aware of the 
significance of the actuary's opinion or findings and which documents the 
analysis underlying the opinion. 

"Annual Statement" means the annual financial statement required to be 
filed by insurers with the commissioner. 

3. Content 

The opinion shall be in the format of and contain the information 
required by this Section 13 of the Annual Statement Instructions: 
Property and Casualty. 

4. Exemptions 

An insurer who intends to file for one of the exemptions under this 
section must submit a letter of intent to its domiciliary commissioner no 
later than December 1 of the calendar year for which the exemptions is to 
be claimed. The commissioner may deny the exemption prior to December 31 
of the same year if he deems the exception inappropriate. 

A certified copy of the approved exemption must be filed with the annual 
statement in all jurisdictions in which the company is authorized. 

Exemption For Small Comoanies 

An insurer otherwise subject to the requirement that has less than 
$l.OOO,OOO total direct plus assumed written premiums during a calendar 
year in lieu of the opinion required for the calendar year, may submit an 
affidavit under oath of an officer of the insurer that specifies that 
amount of direct plus assumed premiums written. 

Exemotion for Insurers under Supervision or ConservatorshiR 

Unless ordered by the domiciliary commissioner, an insurer that is under 
supervision or conservatorship pursuant to statutory provision is exempt 
from the filing requirements contained herein. 

Exemption for Nature of Business 

An insurer otherwise subject to the requirement and not eligible for an 
exemption as enumerated above may apply to its domiciliary commissioner 
for an exemption based on the nature of business written. [TRi+-exempt&n 
is-auai~ab~e-~e-ikese-eem~a~~e5-w~~~~~g-~~e~e~~~-~~~e5-en~~~l 

Financial Hardship Exemption 

A. An insurer otherwise subject to this requirement and not eligible 
for an exemption as enumerated above may apply to the commissioner 
for a financial hardship exemption. 
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Casualty Actuarial Opinion 
Proposed Revisions for 1993 
Page 3 

B. Financial hardship is presumed to exist if the projected reasonable 
cost of the opinion would exceed the lesser of: 

(i) One percent of the insurer's capital and surplus reflected in 
the insurer's latest quarterly statement for the calendar 
year for which the exemption is sought; or 

(ii) Three percent of the insurer's tprejeetefl-net1 direct plus 
assumed premiums written durina the calendar year for which 
the exemption is sought as ticted from lee&eGed-in1 the 
insurer's latest quarterly statements filed with its 
domiciliary commissioner. 

5. Such a statement of opinion must consist of a paragraph identifying the 
actuary; a scope paragraph identifying the subjects on which an opinion 
is to be expressed in describing the scope of the actuary's work (see 
sections 8-11 below); and an opinion paragraph expressing his or her 
opinion with respect to such subjects (see sections 12-14 below). One or 
more additional paragraphs may be needed in individual cases if the 
actuary considers it necessary to state a qualification of his or her 
opinion or to explain some aspect of the annual statement which is not 
already sufficiently explained in the annual statement. 

6. The opening paragraph should generally indicate the actuary's 
relationship to the company. For a company actuary the opening paragraph 
of the actuarial opinion should contain the sentence: 

"I, (name and title of actuary), am an officer (employee) of (named 
Insurer) and a member of the American Academy of Actuaries and meet 
its qualification standards. (and/or) I am a Fellow/Associate of 
the Casualty Actuarial Society. 1 was appointed by the Board of 
Directors (or equivalent authority) on (insert date) to render this 
opinion." 

For a consulting actuary, the opening paragraph of the actuarial opinion 
should contain the sentence: 

"I, (name and title of actuary), am associated with the firm of 
(name of firm). I am a member of the American Academy of Actuaries 
and meet its qualification standards. (and/or) I am i 
Fellow/Associate of the Casualty Actuarial Society. I was appointed 
by the Board of Directors (or equivalent authority) on (insert date) 
to render this opinion." 

A member of the American Academy of Actuaries qualifying under paragraph 
2.8. must attach the approval letter from the Academy. 

For a person other than a member of the American Academy of Actuaries or 
a member of the Casualty Actuarial Society, the opening paragraph of the 
opinion should contain the sentence: 
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"I, (name and title), am an officer (employee) of (name of insurer), 
and I have demonstrated competency in loss reserving to the 
satisfaction of (regulatory official of domiciliary state). I was 
appointed by the Board of Oirectors (or equivalent authority) on 
(insert date) to render this opinion." 

"I, (name and title of consultant), am associated with the firm of 
(name of firm). I have demonstrated competency in loss reserving to 
the satisfaction of (regulatory official of domiciliary state). I 
was appointed by the Board of Directors (or equivalent authority) on 
(insert date) to render this opinion." 

A oerson who is neither a member of the American Academv of Actuaries nor 
p member of the Casualtv Actuarial Societv and who has aualified under 
paraaraah 2.C. must attach the aporoval letter from the insurance 
regulatory official of the domiciliarv state. 

7. The followins are examples. for illustrative purposes, of lanauaae which 
in typical crrcumstances would be included in'the remainder 07 the 
statement of actuarial opinion. The illustrative language should be 
modified as needed to meet the circumstances of a particular case, and 
the actuary should in any case use language which clearly expresses his 
or her professional judgment. 

8. The scope paragraph should contain a sentence such as the following: 

"I have examined the actuarial assumptions and methods used in 
determining reserves listed below, as shown in the Annual Statement 
of the company as prepared for filing with state regulatory 
officials, as of December 31, 19-." 

The paragraph should list those items and amounts with respect to which 
the actuary is expressing an opinion. The list should include but not 
necessarily be limited to: 

B. Reserve for unpaid loss adjustment expenses (Page 3. Item 2). 
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C. Reserve for unpaid losses - Direct and Assumed (Schedule P, Part 1, 
Totals from Cols. 13 and 15). 

D. Reserve for unpaid loss adjustment expenses - Direct and Assumed 
(Schedule P, Part 1. Totals from Cols. 17, 19 and 21). 

9 & e Th tuar sh 1 at n which he or 
# shei exr in n 

A _-I Anti i ate salv 9 and 
e r serv s 
Ex n g n rwrii n Inv 
-A - Li bili i ine 1 

B -...% Discount r ion to loss 
rOSerYef 
Analvsis of l..;ses and Loss Exnenses. Part 3A -'kderuritino and 
g Inve rol n her 
Funds. Lines 1 and 2. $ : and 

c 1 Th ne r rv & anv's share of 
und em.t i in 1 n n XD n which 
ar in lu g4 inr rv rnlus an 
Qther Funds. Lines 1 and 2. S 
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10. The q ScoDe Daraaraoh should include a DaraoraDh such as the follouin 
reaardina the data used bv the actuary in formina the oDinion: 

"In formina mv oDinion on the loss and loss adiustment exoense 
reserves. I relied UDon data DreDared bv the resDonsible officers or 
gawlovees of the cowanv or arouD to which it belonas. I evaluated 
that data for reasonableness and consistencv. I also reconciled 
that data to Schedule P - Part 1 of the ccxwanv's current annual 
statement. In other resDects. mv examination included such review 
of the actuarial assuau&ions and methods used and such tests of the 
calculations as I considered necessary." 

11. The actuary should comment in the scope section pn each of the following 

akey-affec~r-er-seu~~-a~~e~~~-~~e-~e5~-~e$e~~e$~l discounting, 
salvage/subrogation, ynderuritina ~001s or associations, loss portfolio 
transfers, financial reinsurance, and reinsurance collectibility. m 
actua r 
relevant tooics u hich in !he actua 

h f n i 1 
rv's iudsme t materiallv affect loss or 

loss exDense reserves. If the company reservzs will create exceptional 
values using the NAIC IRIS tests 9. 10. and 11, the actuary should 
include an explanation. 

For the ourDose of this instruction. 'loss Dortfolio transfer" refers to 
anv aareement which increases the transferrina insurer's SurDlus To 
Policvholders as a result of the transferee undertakina anv loss 
obliaation already incurred and for which the consideration Daid by the 
transferrina insurer is derived from Present value or discountinq 
ConceDts. 

"Financial reinsurance" refers to contractual arranaements for which 
credit is not allowed by the NAIC Accountina Practices and Procedures 
Manual for the cedina insurer because the arranqements do not include a 
transfer of both timing and underwritinu risk bv which the reinsurer 
undertakes in fact to indemnify the cedina insurer aqainst loss or 
liability by reason of the oriainal insurance. 

Before conxeentina on reinsurance collectibilitv. the actuarv should 
solicit information from manaaement on anv actual collectibility 
Droblems. review ratinas siven to reinsurers bv a recoonized rating 
service. and examine Schedule F for the current Year for indications of 
r ttsu. 1 tor ver S 
mst due. The cormaent should also reflect any other information the 
actuary has received from manaaement or which is Dubliclv available about 
the ca abilit or willin ness of reinsurers to a claims. The actuary's 

\ U$IW&.~ nit imDlv anqooinion on the financiIIYcondition of any 
e . 

12. The opinion paragraph should include a sentence which covers at 
least the points listed in the following illustration: 

"In my opinion, the amounts carried CiR-eke-Ba~aRee-sbee~l on account of 
the items identified [abevel in the ScoDe DataariiDh 
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A. meet the requirements of the insurance laws of (state of domicile). 

6. are computed in accordance with accepted loss reserving standards 
and principles. 

C. make a reasonable provision for all unpaid loss and loss expense 
obligations of the Company under the terms of its policies and 
agreements." 

Insurance laws and regulations shall at all times take precedence over 
the actuarial standards and principles. 

13. If there has been any material change in the actuarial assumptions 
and/or methods from those previously employed, that change should be 
described in the statement of actuarial opinion by inserting a phrase 
such as: 

"A material change in actuarial assumptions (and/or methods) was 
made during the past year, but such change accords with accepted 
loss reserving standards." 

A brief description of the change should follow. 

The adoption of new issues or coverages requiring underlying actuarial 
assumptions which differ from actuarial assumptions used for prior issues 
or coverages is not a change in actuarial assumption within the meaning 
of this paragraph. 

14. If the actuary is unable to form an opinion, he or she should refuse 
to issue a statement of opinion. If the actuary's opinion is adverse or 
qualified, the actuary should issue an adverse or qualified actuarial 
opinion explicitly stating the reason(s) for such opinion. 

15. The statement must include assurance that an actuarial report land- 
oR~edjrjRg-weFkgageFsJ supporting the actuarial opinion pnd describing 
how the actuarv treated each of the tonics listed in oaraaraoh 11 will be 
maintained at the company and available for examination for seven years. 
The wording for an actuary employed by the company should be similar to 
the following: 

"An actuarial report CaR~-erR~elcJjriRg-werkgageF53 supporting the 
findings expressed in this statement of actuarial opinion will be 
retained for a period of seven years in the administrative offices 
of the company and available for regulatory examination." 

The wording for a consulting actuary retained by the company should be 
similar to the following: 

"An actuarial report Card-~R~e~~jriRg-werkgaQers1 supporting the 
findings expressed in this statement of actuarial opinion have been 
provided to the company to be retained for a period of seven years 
at its administrative offices and available for regulatory 
examination." 
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16. The statement should conclude with the signature of the actuary 
responsible for providing the opinion. The signature should appear in 
the following format: 

Signature of actuary 
Printed name of actuary 
Address of actuary 
Telephone number of aCtUarY 

INSPA693/698 
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